
WARM AIR 8 Nov 14 
Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing: Lionel Page                      Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Craig Rook 

                              Duty Pilot: Steve Foreman  

Sunday    Instructing: Peter Thorpe 

  Towing: Derry Belcher 

                              Duty Pilot: Robert Forster 

 

MEMBERS NEWS 
 

THURSDAY   Steve Wallace starts us off on our extra day, a well planned coast run.  Gary Patten, ever alert 
to weather patterns, picked Thursday as a Coast Day.  He then did much organising to get the fleet rigged 
post Matamata, RNZAF permission to do this during the week, get CFI clearance, organise a Towie, (thanks 
Craig Rook) and all the other stuff  Well done Gary. 
 

Thanks must go out to Gary Patten for getting on the e-mail and phone and providing the motivation and 

organisation to make flying on the West Coast 

on a Thursday possible. 

 

We had five gliders on the coast. Hawkeye 

Foreman in KP who knocked out a quick 727km 

OLC, Jonathan Pote in VF who claimed his 

50km and five hours towards his Silver C 

badge with a 6hour 30 minute flight on the 

coast and 375km OLC, congratulations 

Jonathan what a great flight in the PW5! Gary 

Patten managed 490km OLC in MP, Steve Wallace and 

Christina Keil (photo attached) in MW clocked up 496km 

OLC and Ivor in Creepy had a similar flight but his OLC 

kms and points remain unrecorded until issues with his GPS 

are resolved.  

 

What a great October our club has had to kick off the 

new OLC season. In one month we have clocked up 5,587 

cross country km on the OLC for a total of 5,948 OLC 

points. The ASC has been the most active cross country 

club in the country by a long way and we are currently 

leading the points table by a healthy margin. Lets keep it 

up and see if we can double our clubs cross country kms 

compared to last year! Every flight counts so it would be 

great to see more of our members logging their flights on 

the OLC.  

 



Best of luck to Steve Foreman for this week's Taupo contest. We look forward to those OLC points! 

SATURDAY  Newly minted, talkative, full of beans CFI Ray Burns gets to tell the story 

A reasonably stiff wind straight down the runway greeted us on arrival and stayed there all day.  The sky 

looked quite inviting but the thermals proved somewhat tricky. Laura and Matt Ledger once again graced us 

with their presence and Laura was first up for her second flight in the glider with an introduction to primary 

controls and some first up hands-on time.  Matt followed suit for his third flight and pretty well got the hang 

of the straight and level and the that whole turning thing.   

 

Some boning up on the MOAP found that we needed to do a BFR with Christina Keil to complete the Visiting 

Foreign Pilots process so after a fairly decent briefing on "how we do things around here" we took to the 

skies for some basic spinning and stalling the usual kit bag of BFR exercises.  (Warm Air is grateful he got his 
BFR from our new CFI before Steve Care taught him to talk the ears off a donkey). 
 

Towie Peter Thorpe adds some details.   Derry had the man flu so I volunteered to do the tow pilot duty.  Only 

Ray was there when I arrived at 1000 but we soon had a quorum and began the usual preparation.  Christina 

helped me wash any salt residue off RDW (not sure if there was any but it was good to make sure).  The wind 

was 210/12 on the ground so we set up on 26 and the first launch was at 1215.  Ray did two flights in MW with 

a couple of potential new members while Tony P attempted to stay up in MP.  Roy, Andy and David Todd also 

tried MP while Ray took Christina for a BFR.  Warm Air went and filled the fuel containers then he and Gary 

finished the day with a mutual flight in MW (talk about the blind leading the blind!).  In between flights I 

gave the grass in front of the hangar a hair cut and we finished with a bevvy after nine flights for the day. 

 

In between times Tony Prentice, Roy Whitby and Andy McKay all had a crack at GMP with huge amounts of 

success and then Dave Todd came out and showed us all up with the longest flight at 84 minutes.  Gary Patten 

and Graham Lake finished the day in GMW. A pleasant ale finished the day at 1600. 

 

SUNDAY   Towie Graham Lake starts the tale 
 

We viewed the day with some trepidation the wind was straight down the runway and we contemplated taking 

off across the strip just so we could have the familiar cross wind.  We did knuckle down and found it was not 

as bad as we thought, made for nice short landing rolls.  The early sky proved to be  totally inactive until a 

change swept through about 1300 and the sky came to life.  So did the glider pilots and soon all were in the air 

and enjoying the lift....until it cycled out again.  Newbie Matt Ledger got to try flying on tow for the first 

time and did a credible job while Jack Foot got introduced to the boxing the tow stuff.  Matt got an 

extremely thorough briefing from Rex on pre-flights and on the actual flight, so much we had to check he still 

had his ears.   Matt did comment the briefing was as long as Ray's the previous day and told him different 

stuff.  Just goes to show what a shifty lot are the instructors.  Tip here to make them sign off your 

exercises the moment they get out of the glider.  They have a short attention span and will soon claim to have 

never seen you in their lives. 

 

Ian O'Keefe and Roy Whitby decided to take the twin up.  This soon morphed into Ian and Tony Prentice who 

needed a back seat flight to maintain his back seat  and pax currency while poor Roy wondered what happened. 

Instructor Rex took an interest and soon discovered Tony's last flight with a pax was more than three months 

ago and the flight would now be Rex and Tony.  Now both Ian and Roy are wondering what happened until Ian 

decided to take Rudolph Struycka  bit later in the twin.  The ever generous towie offered Roy a flight in the 

towplane with one of the singles on the back.   A late flight for Genny Healey completed the day.   Eight 

flights for the day 
 

Instructor Rex Carswell adds to the story.....The days weather started quite gloomy.  A weak warm front was 
crossing us with extensive low level cloud with the base at around 2000ft.  Weather was expected to improve 

through the middle of the day.  Rudolf Struyck was waiting at the gate when I arrived - nearly half an hour 

late.  Soon after a steady trickle of members arrived, to get things organised. 

 



First flight was underway at 11:40 with prospective new member, Matt Ledger.  Matt was introduced to our 

gliding passion by Graham Lake - taking up the challenge to grow the club membership.  We achieved a release 

at 2000ft,  for this, his 4th flight (I think), but the sky was dead as a dodo.  However, the benign conditions 

allowed good periods for Matt to control the glider without too much interruption from me. 

 

Jack Foot, working toward his B certificate, took advantage of the stable air to exercise 'boxing of the tow', 

and transition in and out of 'low tow' position.   I reckon Jack took everything on board during the briefing -

 the theory, and how to 'keep it safe'.  Following a demonstration of each, Jack 'nailed' both exercises.  This 

is the first time I have experienced a student pilot achieving the required standard of control, with first 

attempts.  Well done Jack 

 

With a change of air mass, the overcast conditions gave way to broken cumulus developing - and a hint of 

'streeting' evident.  Tony Prentice thought it would be a good idea to regain rear seat currency - and 

hopefully achieve a good duration at the same time.  Not a problem - 64 minutes done - and would have been 

longer, except Ian O'Keefe and Rudolf thought they would like a turn also.  They did - but the sky weakened, 

bringing them down after 38 minutes.  The singles saw activity, with Rudolf flying  GVF, Kris Pillai in GMP, and 

Ray Burns in GVF.  Kris achieved the longest flight of the day with 73 minutes.  Well done Kris. 

We thought we were all done, and had just started to put everything to bed , when Genny Healey arrived. 

 'Not a problem' - a short dual refresher achieved for Genny, then we completed putting everything away. 

 Those that remained at the hangar gathered around the fridge - and that was that. 

 

Thank you to Neville Swan for standing in as Duty Pilot, towie Graham Lake for getting us up there, and Roy 

Whitby for his help and wisdom down here. 

JONATHAN'S COAST RUN.  Jonathan Pote decided the coast run was a good chance to get his 5 hours.....in 
the PW5.   This is his story  

The day started with a traffic jam; the Thursday morning rush hour makes getting to the Field early much 

less fun than at weekends.   As always, I was judging how other people were driving.   As with everybody else, 

I’m a well above average driver but find that on some days everyone else’s driving is worse than usual.  Oddly, 

the gliders also behave badly on those days, so I steer clear of flying them until they are better disposed.   

No problems on Thursday, tho’, other 

road users were behaving themselves 

and I felt confident to fly. 

Gary was already at the hangar.   It was 

Gary who noticed the rare (for 

October) opportunity for a West Coast 

flight, and had done the bulk of the 

considerable organising necessary 

including the welcome blessing of the 

RNZAF and Air Traffic Control.   Being 

my first solo on ‘The Coast’, I somewhat 

lazily let others do my share of the 

work as I concentrated on preparing ‘my 

space’ in Victor Fox.  I find a flying 

suit, with its knee pads and many sealed 

pockets, invaluable, just the camelback 

and extra food beside the seat back.   

Gary and the two Steves gave me some valuable last minute tips and even pushed me already strapped in to 

the launch point. 

No problems with the take-off in twenty five knots of wind, but it was very turbulent once airborne.   I like to 

practice ‘boxing the tow’ often as there is little other training one can do during a routine tow, but I do not 

usually start within the airfield boundary.   The turbulence lasted all the way to the coast, and all that 



practice ‘boxing’ made the tow (when I was rarely behind the tug) far less of a challenge.   As requested, Craig 

kindly took me a little north of the direct track so I could check out the potential paddocks ASC has used in 

the past.  They were clear of stock. 

I cast off almost over the beach below 2000’ (as this was a badge attempt) and settled easily into ridge 

soaring just south of the beach.   Not wanting to set off south until the next glider arrived, I limited myself 

to short forays to the south and then back to known territory.   Steve W had reminded me to use a cloud 

street to get home and some exploratory thermalling over the sea saw me at 2200’, a great confidence 

builder.   I also headed north to explore the sink once away from the cliff and found the preferred landing 

area above the high water mark two kilometres to the north was easily in reach.   The tide would be coming in 

for the next five hours, although only of a first lunar quarter height. 

Steve F in KP joined me first and I set off south cautiously, visualising the airflow over the coastal contours.   

A ridge flight with Gary at Matamata the week before now proved invaluable, and there were no surprises.   

Even Anaphata proved benign and the most threatening sector was between Piha and Karekare.   The lift was 

fine, but on leaving Piha southbound all that is visible is the starkly beautiful cliff with big waves breaking up 

it.   There is just nowhere to put down and although I have walked that cliff many times and know Karekare is 

just around the corner, it is still a leap of faith. 

Manukau heads loomed, with excellent lift on the approach – time to relax a little and take in the amazing 

scenery whilst avoiding exceeding 1500’.   At exactly 1500’ and a good speed, the water crossing was far less 

nervous than approaching Karekare and I was soon established in good lift over the rather bleak but far less 

threatening Awhitu coast.   Since I was after five hours, Steve W had advised I spend most of it on this 

sector as the coast is uniformly straightforward and there is plenty of room to evade any showers.   Such a 

pity that the scenery is less beautiful, but the more one looks, the more there is to see.   Whilst there is a 

continuous beach (at low tide anyway with a few above-high-water-refuges), there are wonderfully sculpted 

sand dunes at the TOP of the cliff: the frequent strong westerlies against the eroding cliffs deposit a lot of 

material high up. 

There were a few showers, easily evaded, whilst I did four legs between the two crossings but then I was at 

two thousand feet over the Waikato River mouth and the crossing looked too inviting to refuse.   Rather 

Unwisely I ‘went for it’ and found myself across and established in lift again, headed for Raglan.   Once more 

the coast was scenic, but nothing compares to the Waitakere.   A large rain shower militated against me 

reaching Raglan and the return across the Waikato had to be faced.    

Crossings outbound are voluntary, but crossings homebound are mandatory (unless one lands out) and it was 

this basic truth that I had not factored into my decision to cross the Waikato in the first place.    The 

northbound crossing was not as relaxed, and I was very happy to have radio contact with Steve W and Gary as 

I did so.   The only small comfort was that the beach just north of the estuary is easily landable although it 

would not have been an easy retrieve.    

Once back on the Awhitu coast I was back to good lift and the task now was to reach five hours from release.    

This took several legs, during which there was ample time to explore the characteristics of the ridge, find 

just where the lift was best, and how it related to the terrain below.   I was surprised how comfortable I was, 

with just my mountain ‘shell’ (bright red and wind/waterproof had I landed out) folded as a back rest.   If 

anything time speeded up and the five hours were clocked up in good spirits.   On telling the others I had 

made it, Steve F’s encouraging “Hang around – no need to rush home” was welcome but barely necessary to 

encourage me to do just that until I had a definite six hours “in the bag”.    

Then it was back to the Manukau to cross northbound.   Once around the aptly named ‘Windy Point’ I was in 

the best of all worlds – strong lift over dramatic scenery, looking down on Taranaki stream, still partly 

blocked by old kauri logs from a failed dam burst well over a century past.  I reached that log jam a few years 

ago after a pretty tough bush crash with one of my sons: now I was viewing it in comfort.   Karekare to Piha 

had none of the tension of a few hours before and soon I was at Muriwai. 



The fragmented cloud streets were still there, and I reached two-thousand feet (nearly cloud base, which 

had dropped a few hundred feet – another lesson learnt) headed out to sea under the most promising cloud in 

a while, hoping to drift back inland under it.   Adam in the Tower was most helpful (as was his colleague that 

morning) and cleared me back “no restrictions, and G158 is open if you find that useful”, arriving downwind for 

left-hand grass 26 with height to spare.   A pretty reasonable landing followed, finishing close enough to the 

hangar such that ‘Room Service’ towed me back to it still strapped in.   Gary, Ivor, Christina and Steve W 

were back, and Steve F was not far behind. 

Whilst I was comfortable in the cockpit right to the end, getting out was another matter.......   A great flight, 

for which I owe a lot of gratitude to a lot of people.   Next time it will be me on the ground supporting those 

‘Out West’.   My thanks to Josh for doing that on Thursday. 

ATTENTION ALL YOUTH PILOTS!  Nathan  Graves is our new organiser 
 
Sunday 23 November ....0900     

 

It's the start of the soaring season and there's no reason why you guys can't 

enjoy it too! From now on we will try to have once a month for the youth to excel in 

your training towards QGP. So it's time to dust off the logbooks and find your 

training syllabus and head back to the field. It will be a good day to revise and to 

stretch your legs in the faithful Twin Astir. It will be a 9am start and we will be able to use the twin all to 

ourselves until midday and you guys may use it after midday but you may have to wait for other club members. 

 

Don't forget to bring your logbook and training syllabus. All Youth pilots are welcome and encouraged to 

attend. This is a good day way to further develop your gliding career.  

Hope to see as many of you guys out there. If you have any questions give me a text or a call on 0211862781. 

I'm happy to answer any queries may have.  

 
CHRISTMAS 

After much discussion we have decided to stay at home this Christmas, to fly from home and to take 

advantage of our new airspace.  We will fly most days of the holiday break and will aim to have an Instructor 

and Towie rostered on for each day...just to provide some certainty.   

TAILPIECE -  

Our wee yellow beastie is going to Parakai for a 100hr maintenance check.  She will be away for all of next 

week.  No need to check the weather for a coast run. 

Membership Forms 

Thank you to all who have paid your subs, however the membership forms are an absolute 
must.  If you have not yet completed the forms (including the section with flight hours) can 
you please do so as soon as possible.  The completed forms can be either be scanned and 
emailed to : 

lionelpnz@gmail.com or ray@rayburns.nz  

Or you can use snail mail to the address on the top of the form.   

Forms are in the Caravan in the red concertina file or on the Documents page of the website 
at www.ascgliding.org 



Duty Roster for Nov, Dec, Jan 2014/2015 - Final 

Month Date Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot Notes 

Nov 
1 K BHASHYAM R BURNS D BELCHER   

2 K BRIDGES R CARSWELL G LAKE   

  
8 S FOREMAN L PAGE C ROOK   

9 R FORSTER P THORPE D BELCHER   

  
15 D FOXCROFT S WALLACE R CARSWELL   

16 G HEALEY I WOODFIELD P THORPE   

  
22 B HOCKING R BURNS G LAKE   

23 I O'KEEFE R CARSWELL C ROOK   

  
29 T O'ROURKE L PAGE D BELCHER   

30 G PATTEN P THORPE R CARSWELL   

Dec 
6 K PILLAI I WOODFIELD P THORPE   

7 J POTE R CARSWELL G LAKE   

  
13 T PRENTICE S WALLACE C ROOK   

14 R STRUYCK R BURNS D BELCHER   

  
20 M WARD P THORPE R CARSWELL   

21 R WHITBY I WOODFIELD G LAKE   

  
27 J FOOT R CARSWELL P THORPE   

28 N GRAVES S WALLACE D BELCHER   

Jan 
3 E MCPHERSON L PAGE R CARSWELL   

4 K BHASHYAM R BURNS G LAKE   

  
10 K BRIDGES P THORPE C ROOK   

11 S FOREMAN I WOODFIELD D BELCHER   

  
17 R FORSTER R CARSWELL P THORPE   

18 D FOXCROFT S WALLACE G LAKE   

Anniversary 

Weekend 

24 G HEALEY L PAGE R CARSWELL   

25 B HOCKING P THORPE C ROOK   

26 I O'KEEFE I WOODFIELD D BELCHER   

Jan/Feb 
31 T O'ROURKE R BURNS P THORPE   

1 G PATTEN R CARSWELL G LAKE   

 


